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The Clinical Research Landscape
of Pediatric Drug-Resistant Epilepsy
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Abstract

Objective: To characterize the clinical research landscape of pediatric drug-resistant epilepsy (DRE) with a focus on neuro-
technology. Method: We searched the ClinicalTrials.gov registry using the terms “epilepsy” and “drug resistant” for studies
including participants age 0-17 years. Returns were grouped by intervention (eg, neurotechnological, drug). Key trial features such
as age range, trial status and outcomes were compared across interventions. Results: We identified 101 registered trials with
pediatric DRE patients. Thirty-two (32%) investigate neurotechnological interventions, devices, or diagnostic procedures; 13
(41%) are currently active. Among neurotechnology trials, 15 (46%) investigate vagus nerve stimulation, transcranial direct
current stimulation, or deep brain stimulation; few are specific to children. Of the remaining 69 trials, 37 investigate a drug, 17
investigate a dietary therapy, and 15 investigate another intervention. Seizure frequency is the most frequent primary outcome
measured in the trials identified. Significance: The landscape of registered trials pertaining to pediatric DRE reflects a lag
between clinical research and clinical practice, and highlights the need for timely evidence before novel neurotechnological
interventions are widely adopted into clinical practice.
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More than 500,000 children in the United States and Canada

suffer from epilepsy today.1 Unmanaged, epilepsy can result in

cognitive decline, social isolation, and poor quality of life and

has substantial economic impact on families and society.2 Up

to 30% of children with epilepsy continue to have seizures

while on anti-seizure medication, a condition known as drug-

resistant epilepsy (DRE). Novel neurotechnologies, including

minimally invasive and neuromodulatory options for seizure

control, represent a new frontier for improving the subjective

and objective quality of life for pediatric DRE patients,3 but

best practices for treatment do not currently exist. Properly

selected, up to 70% of DRE patients can become seizure-free

after surgery.4

Neurosurgical interventions to treat pediatric DRE have

evolved significantly over recent decades. The rapid emer-

gence of different technologies with varied attributes com-

pounds the complexity of decision making and counseling,

especially for patients whose brains are still developing.5 There

is evidence that many of these novel neurotechnologies are

already being used in clinical practice,6,7 amplified by industry

pressure on providers and families to make use of them.8,9

Unlike novel pharmaceutical interventions, however, innova-

tions involving neurosurgical treatment of DRE are less likely

to undergo rigorous testing through randomized controlled

trials, leaving health care providers and parents with gaps and

uncertainty in evidence and knowledge regarding the efficacy,

safety and long-term side effects. The objective of this work

was to examine and characterize the clinical research landscape

of pediatric DRE, with a special focus on neurotechnological

interventions. We hypothesized that within the clinical area of

DRE, there are comparatively few trials evaluating novel
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neurotechnology relative to pharmaceuticals, and that even

fewer focus exclusively on pediatric patients.

Methods

Data Source

We searched ClinicalTrials.gov, an NIH-hosted public listing of pub-

licly and privately supported clinical studies on a wide range of dis-

eases and conditions,10 specifically for records of studies using the

search words “epilepsy” and “drug-resistant” (last update July 2019).

We retained any trial that included participants aged to 0-17, regard-

less of epilepsy/seizure type, study design, location or trial status for

analysis.

Two reviewers (KJK and MA) reviewed the retrieved data inde-

pendently, assessed their eligibility for inclusion, and grouped them

into categories according to the intervention studied.

Variables

Trials were categorized into 1 of 4 categories (neurotechnology, drug,

dietary, or other) according to the intervention under evaluation. Trial

status was categorized as active, not active, completed, and unknown

status. The “active” category comprised trials listed as “available” (ie,

for expanded access), “recruiting,” “active, not yet recruiting,”

“approved for marketing,” and “enrolling by invitation.” The “not

active” category comprised trials listed as “terminated,” “not yet

recruiting,” “no longer available,” and “withdrawn.”

The age inclusion criteria for each trial was grouped according to

specific age range included in the trial: child only (0-17 years of age),

child and adult (0-65 years of age), and child, adult, and older adult (0-

65 years and older).

Intervention endpoints were classified according to their primary

and secondary outcome measures. Primary outcomes were grouped

into seizure-related outcome (eg, frequency, reduction in number,

percentage of seizure free patients), adverse events, quality of life,

cognition, tolerability, other and missing. Each trial was also

assessed and grouped into 1 of 13 different categories according to

the combination of primary and secondary outcome endpoints

included in the trial.

The start year of each trial was determined by the date listed in the

individual trial record. If no start date was available, a start date was

imputed from the first posted date. The trial location was grouped by

continent/region of the trial, and a separate classification was

included for multinational and international trials. The location of

each trial was based on the country listed in the individual trial

record. If no location was listed, the location listed for the sponsor

of the trial was used.

Analysis

We conducted a comparative analysis of the trials based on specific

intervention grouping, trial status, age ranges, and intervention end-

points. Analyses were conducted using RStudio and Excel.

Results

We identified 101 registered trials/studies in which pediatric

patients with DRE were eligible to participate. There were 37

drug trials, 32 neurotechnology trials, 17 dietary trials and 15

trials evaluating miscellaneous interventions, such as a beha-

vioral intervention, a genetic screening program and an educa-

tion/training program (Table 1). There were no coding

disagreements between the reviewers.

Trials classified as neurotechnology consist of a range of

interventions, including MRI-guided laser interstitial thermal

therapy (LITT), robot assisted stereo electroencephalography

(rSEEG), stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS), vagus nerve stimu-

lation (VNS), deep brain stimulation (DBS), and transcranial

direct current stimulation (TDCS). The most commonly inves-

tigated neurotechnological intervention was vagus nerve stimu-

lation (n ¼ 8, 25%), followed by transcranial direct current

stimulation (n ¼ 4, 13%) and deep brain stimulation (n ¼ 3,

9%). Cannabidiol (n ¼ 17, 46%) was the most common drug

intervention. Trials coded as dietary interventions include the
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Figure 1. Number of initiated trials over time (last update July 2019).
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Low Glycemic Index Therapy (n ¼ 12, 71%), Modified Atkins

Diet (n¼ 4, 23%), and a dietary supplement (n¼ 1, 6%). A full

list of trials categorized as “other” is accessible through the

online supplement.

The highest number of trials were registered in Europe

(n ¼ 41), with almost 50% (n ¼ 20) of those located in France.

Over two-thirds of those trials (n ¼ 28, 68%) were drug trials.

North America (n ¼ 37) has the second highest number of

registered trials, of which 31 (84%) are being conducted in the

United States. In contrast with Europe, trials conducted in North

America are primarily neurotechnological (n ¼ 20, 54%).

Overall, the number of registered DRE-related trials

increased steadily over the last decade (Figure 1). The absolute

number of neurotechnology trials increased, although at a

slower rate than trials investigating a drug or dietary therapy.

Proportionally, neurotechnology trials account for 18-23% of

all DRE trials in 2017 and 2018 compared with 40-50% of all

trials in most years between 2009 and 2015. Of trials investi-

gating neurotechnology (ie, neurotechnological intervention,

device, or diagnostic procedure) 13 (41%) are listed as active,

5 (n ¼ 16%) as inactive, and 8 (25%) are listed as complete, of

which 3 have posted results.

The eligible age range of trials varies depending on the type

of intervention. Trials investigating a drug, dietary or another

intervention tend to be more age-specific and restrictive in their

age eligibility criteria; between 26% and 53% of the trials we

identified in these areas recruited only pediatric populations. In

contrast, trials involving neurotechnology seem to have

extended age ranges that include adults and older adults. Only

13% are conducted with children and youth exclusively.

Seizure activity (eg, percentage of seizure free participants,

reduction in number of seizures) is the most common primary

outcome of neurotechnology (n ¼ 18, 56%) and dietary trials

(n ¼ 14, 82%). In the DRE drug trials we evaluated, there was

an almost even split between seizure activity (n¼ 13, 35%) and

adverse events (n ¼ 14, 37%) as primary endpoint. None of the

trials we classified as neurotechnology evaluated adverse

events as their primary endpoint. Ten trials classified as neu-

rotechnology evaluated a combination of primary and second-

ary outcome endpoints that included seizures, adverse events

and quality of life; 3 trials classified as neurotechnological

assessed cognitive change such as IQ and memory improve-

ment as a secondary outcome endpoint. Trial outcome end-

points classified as “other” included a qualitative genetic

analysis, a lateralization index and assessment of allelic fre-

quency of genes involved in epileptogenesis (see online sup-

plement for full list of trial outcome endpoints categorized as

“other”).

Discussion

The number of DRE-related clinical trials has significantly

expanded over the last decade with many new trials initiated.

The majority of trials were/are evaluating drug interventions.

The absolute number of DRE-related neurotechnology trials was

steady, after a temporary increase in 2014 and 2015, but declined

Table 1. Trial Characteristics by Intervention Group (last update
July 2019).

Intervention Groups

Neurotechnology Drug Diet Other

n ¼
32 (32%)

n ¼
37 (37%)

n ¼
17 (17%)

n ¼
15 (15%)

Trials Status
Active 13 20 2 9
Not active 5 9 1 2
Completed

(*Results
available)

8 (*3) 7 (*5) 10 2

Unknown status 6 1 4 2
Age Group
Child (0–17

years)
4 10 9 4

Child, adult (0–60
years)

8 19 5 3

Child, adult, older
adult (0–65þ
years)

20 8 3 8

Primary Outcome
Seizure 18 13 14 4
Adverse events 0 14 1 1
Quality of life 1 0 0 2
Cognition 0 1 0 1
Tolerability 1 1 1 0
Other 12 5 1 7
Missing 0 3 0 0
All Outcomes
Seizure only 6 8 3 1
Seizure and

adverse events
1 13 6 1

Seizure and
quality of life

5 1 1 0

Seizure and
cognition

1 0 1 1

Seizure, adverse
events, and
quality of life

4 2 1 2

Seizure, adverse
events, and
cognition

1 1 1 0

Seizure, adverse
events, quality
of life, and
cognition

1 1 2 0

Quality of life only 0 0 0 1
Adverse events

only
0 4 0 1

Cognition only 0 0 0 1
Tolerability 1 1 1 0
Other 12 3 1 7
Missing 0 3 0 0
Location
Europe 20 5 6 10
North America 6 28 0 3
Asia 4 2 7 0
Middle East 0 1 3 0
Multinational/

international
2 1 1 2
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as a proportion of all identified trials in DRE. Neurotechnology

DRE trials are less likely to be exclusively pediatric, which

might suggest that the quality and specificity of evidence in this

area will lag behind other interventions. The main outcome end-

point evaluated was seizure frequency, but the variety of primary

and secondary outcomes endpoints reflects the range of impacts

of DRE, the potential benefits of treatment, and the complexity

of factors that need to be taken into consideration by parents and

health care providers in decision-making. While not the objec-

tive of this work, little is known about what is most important to

patients, caregivers and physicians in making treatment deci-

sions. Better understanding of the priorities for outcomes of

these groups is needed to guide the design of future research

involving neurotechnology and better support informed treat-

ment decision-making.

Overall, the landscape of registered neurotechnology trials

reflects a lag between clinical research and clinical practice,

and highlights the need for timely evidence before novel inter-

ventions are widely adopted into clinical practice.

Limitations

The use of the ClinicalTrials.gov registry for research purposes

has several limitations, and the results have to be interpreted

within the respective context of these. First, registered studies

are an incomplete sample of the clinical research enterprise as

incentives and norms for registering, updating information, and

posting results for trials/studies vary by intervention type, fund-

ing source, date of study initiation, geographic location and

regulatory jurisdiction.10 Second, change in recruitment status

after registering a trial is technically challenging and can bias

the classification of the “trial status” variable.

Conclusions

To our knowledge, this is the first study to assess and describe

the landscape of clinical research involving neurotechnological

interventions in the treatment of pediatric DRE using data

retrieved from the ClinicalTrials.gov registry. Our findings

suggest that high quality information from clinical research

to support decision-making about the use of neurotechnological

interventions likely lags behind their introduction and use in

clinical practice. We also found that seizure frequency is the

primary focus of trials involving a neurotechnological inter-

vention, device or diagnostic procedure. These findings high-

light a need for timely, comprehensive evidence before novel

interventions are widely adopted into clinical practice.
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